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DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNICATION
UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON
ORDER OF EVENTS

PROCESSIONAL

OPENING REMARKS AND WELCOME
Professor David Domke, Department Chair

DISTINGUISHED ALUMNUS ADDRESS
Nate Miles (B.A., 1982) is Vice President for Strategic Initiatives for Eli Lilly and Company, one of the nation’s top pharmaceutical firms. Previously, Miles was Director for State Government Affairs for Eli Lilly and Co., overseeing and managing all state government relations, public affairs and external relations activities in a four-state region. As an elected UW Foundation Board trustee representing the Office of Minority Affairs and Diversity, he helps increase the level of private giving and support to the University. He began his career as a Marketing Executive for KIRO Broadcasting in Seattle. In the 1980s one of Washington’s most powerful political leaders hand-picked Miles to be his Chief Legislative Aide and Miles helped shape and direct the strategic policy initiatives for Washington Senate Majority Caucus Chair George Fleming. Miles contributes tirelessly to community organizations and the region’s youth.

PRESENTATION OF GRADUATES

TURNING OF THE TASSEL

BACHELOR OF ARTS

Monica Mei-Ling Tran
Jack Stone Truitt
Mu-Huan Tsai
Yu-Han (Sharon) Tsai
Teresa Tung
Ellie D. Tvedt
Nick Twietmeyer
Pagaka Tysal
Tracey Um
Mackenzie Urquhart
Amber Valenzuela
Molli Vallario
DJ Van Court
Carly Vela
Louie Tan Vital
Alina Jacqueline Vong
Katie Wall
Alyssa Peyton Wall
Jenna Wallace
Ashley Walls
Emily Wan
Yu Chen (Angel) Wang
Wang Jinghan
Collin Wang
Shuting Wang
Ching Hua Wang
Shujun Wei
Yiqin Weng
Gracia Zita Widjaja
Elizabeth Wilson
Emily Kristine Wolfe
Kristie Wong

Winnie Wong
Min Ji Woo
Megan Wotherspoon
Tracey Wright
Chloe Wu
Riley Xu
Katherine Xu
Alisa Haruko Yamaguchi
Ian Yang
HeeTae Yang
Helen Yang
Ann Yang
Brittany Yang
Kimberly Yano
Lydia Yekalamlari
Yeung Judy Tin Tung
Samantha Yewman
Jasmine Yip
Anqi Yuan
Tina Yun
Lauren Zehnder
Christopher Zeuthen
Yutong Zhang
Yanan Zhang
Kalvin Zhang Lu
Dehuang Zheng
Zhixuan Ren
Millinda Zhou
Victoria Zhu
BACHELOR OF ARTS

Virginia Hana Peoples
Cattleya Phou
Phoebe Hei Ching Poon
Andrew Prentice
Evan Jonathon Pulse
Annalise Quach
Ishwarya Rajendran
Jacqueline Ramirez
Vanessa Lynn Ranney
Miranda Rawlings
Kaid Ray-Tipton
Sterling Reeves
Kenedie Reeves
Yue Ren
Emma Kathleen Reynolds
Justin Richenburg
Laura Rickey
Brie Ripley
Kirsten Ritchey
Kayla Roberts
Laura Kristina
Robles-Calderon
Andrea Elizabeth Rocha
Randy Trujillo Salgado
Sergio Sanchez
Jonathan Sanders
Neha Saraf
Elena Sayasen
Marti Schodt
Hayden Binford Schuh
Emilie Schwartz
Erica Schweitzer
Cardinal B. Scruggs
Ayame Shodai
Katherine Elizabeth Smith
Paige Snider
Monica Sobolewski
Zach Socoloske
Mariah Sonstelie
Elizaveta Souslova
Grace Spoors
Rayna Stackhouse
Kila Stangeland
Lindsey Sterling
Charles R. Strom Jr.
Bryan Struck
Emma Studley
Nathania Emmanuel
Puteri Subagyo
Cham Yan Suen
Grace Swanson
Stephanie Sze
Sarah Joanna Tahir
Evelyn Ki Kwan Tam
Holden Telfer
Holly Thode
Courtney Ann Thompson
Holly Thorpe
Yu-hsuan Ting
Beatriz Tlachi
Tony To
Emily Tomei
Kai Sin Kelly Tong
Melissa Belle Tran

PRESENTATION OF GRADUATES

INTRODUCTION OF PH.D. RECIPIENTS
Professor Leah Ceccarelli presenting:
Candidates for Doctor of Philosophy

INTRODUCTION OF M.C., NATIVE VOICES RECIPIENTS
Professor Leah Ceccarelli presenting:
Candidates for Master of Communication

INTRODUCTION OF M.C., COMMUNICATION LEADERSHIP RECIPIENTS
Remarks from Communication Leadership
Professor Anita Verna Crofts presenting:
Candidates for Master of Communication

INTRODUCTION OF B.A. RECIPIENTS
Remarks from Professor Ralina Joseph
Professors Caley Cook, Andrea Otanez, Carmen Gonzalez, and Ralina Joseph presenting:
Candidates for Bachelor of Arts
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

Courtney Nicole Johnson
Will Mari
Kristine Mroczek

MASTER OF COMMUNICATION, COMMUNITIES AND NETWORKS

Samantha Hautea
Grace Huang
Ming-Ku Huang
Sifei (Sophie) Liu
Elizabeth Lowry
Pragya Mehta
A. Ajay Pellegrini
Wendi Kae Pickerel
Jillian M Reddish
Alyssa Riddle
Baihe Zhang

BACHELOR OF ARTS

Liang Li
Joey Liao
Qian Lin
Audrey Liou
Dexter Liu
Ray Zixuan Liu
Xuan Liu
Michelle Liu
Diana Marlene Lopez
Lynsey Lorraine
Yibo Lu
Clarissa Lu
Carlina Mikaela Lukes
Brent Phillip Lundgren
Eric Lundquist
Yuan Luo
Selena Rachel Lustig
Raymond Luu
Justice Magraw
Jeannette Sumadsad
Magsino
Lucille Mai
Stephanie Mai
Sarah Mantey
Elizabeth Marshall
Chloe Elise Martin
Lianna Matteson
Karina Mazhukhina
Heather McBreen
Sheila McClung
Ashley McCuen
Lauren McGheehey
David J McIlvaine

Thomas McLaughlin
Sydney Meyer
Riley Michel
Jennifer Marie Miller
Andrea Miller
Melanie Ministerio
Rosida Mohamathno
Dennis Mojica
Haley Monson
Jisoo Moon
Kate Moriah
Aya Muhalhal
Emily Muirhead
Erin Murray
Khlo Youngjae Na
Hikaru Nagata
Monica Constance Nash
Gabriella C. Neal
Alex Robert Nesbitt
Andy Nguyen
David Nguyen
Thomas Nguyen
Vincent Vu
Vanessa Nourozi
Rachel Novotny
Tyler Oates
Jon Obernesser
Katrina Isabelle Manansala
Odfina
Sabrina Otness
Elisa Page
Paulina Park
Janice Park
BACHELOR OF ARTS

Alexa Robbin Houk
Charlianne Houser
Yung-Chun Huang
Melanie Huang
Zipeng Huang
Ivy Danxiaomeng Huang
Vivian Huang
Larkin Kristene Hubrig
Kristin Hummel
Jodie Hung K M
Emma Hunter
Cheryse Ishii
Dana Nicole Janigian
Alexis Jensen
Kristen Jensen
Jessica Johnson
Charlotte Anne Johnson
Casey Anne Johnson
Emily Nicole Johnson
Taylor Jones
Stephanie Sarah Kang
Jennifer Karami
Sanna Zahra Khan
Joyce Kian
Hailey Kiggins
Minsuk Kim
Chloe Moon Kim
Dahye Kim
Eric Kim
Eric Kim
Erica Kim
Mindy Kim
Kira Baker
Hunter Klaue
Brooke Koehler
Jane Koh
Aryanna Koprek
Francesca Kostal
Joanna M. Kresge
Daria Kroupoderova
Makenzie Kruger
Angela Young kwak
Candace Kwan
Jeff Kwok
Sharayah Lane
Darren Langston
Shane Michael Lantz
Lauren Elizabeth Large
Katie Larson
JM Larson
Victoria Lau
Minh-Van Le
Aimie Mai Le
Ted Lee
Scott Lee
Kimm Lee
Sang A. Lee
Lindsey Lee
Erica Lee
KaWai Lei
Katelyn Lennon
Demetrius LeNoir
Spencer Christian Lestiadi
Julie Levine
Sunday Li
Sasha Li

MASTER OF COMMUNICATION, DIGITAL MEDIA

Jill Becker
Kris Brillantes
Yunyun Chen
Harmony Crawford
Adithya Das
Filip Egert
Carolina Garza
Sheila Ghaibi
Laura Gomez
Maren Hamilton
Samantha Hautea
Malou Hellensberg
Annie Yung-Chun Huang
Lauren Long
Joel Magalnick
Matthew McWilliams
Beijuan Miao
Kelley Myers
Kirsten Alexandra O’Brien
Kavya Parthasarathy
Shannon Perry
Elysse Reyna
Sebastian Sanchez
Wenwen Song
Lance McKinley Trueb
Zhang (Awen) Wen
Shuya Yuan

MASTER OF COMMUNICATION, NATIVE VOICES

Jacqueline Johnson (Makaw)
Francesca Hillary (Round Valley Tribes)
BACHELOR OF ARTS

Cristina Acuna
Keilani M. Afalava
Kathryn Ann Altena
Jake Anderson
Jordan Anderton
Koryn Andrus
Monae Armijo-Hampton
Ross Armstrong
Alexus Myranda Atchley
Nicholas Avgieres
William Charles Ballowe III
Allison Barstow
Taylor Angelene Bawden
Allison Joy Beeninga
Lauren Marie Belfor
Alice Bell
Kourtney Bell
Brittany Susan Bennett
Laura Bet
Lucia Anna Bettinger
Claire Blaisdell
Cole Blower
Elle Blume
Michelle Blumenkrantz
Lindsey Boisvin
Kara Rose Bonilla
Sarah M Bornstedt
Josephine Bosserman
Sade Britt
Michelle Bross
Lauren Michelle Brown
Catherine Elizabeth Broxon
Bryce Dickerson
Isa Call
Nicolle Callier
Che Cunanan Capili
Abby Carlson
Trent Cayce
Wendy Ceballos
Michelle Haemee Cha
Callie Chadwell
Hsin Yun Chang
Hung-Yi (Kenith) Chang
Yueh Chang
Xi Chen
Wei Chen
Yi-Shan Chen
Xueyang Chen
Claire Yea Ji Cho
Olivia Cho
Yea Ji Claire Cho
Sam Choi
Monica Chon
Chen-En Chou
Joy Chu
Ho Bong Chung
Yen Gia Chuong
Kate Clark
Chelsea Clayton
Evan Cofer
Daniel Cohen
Taylor Cole
Kelsie Coles
Courtney Columbro
Tanner Compton
DeAndre Coulter

BACHELOR OF ARTS

Karley Lynn Crawford
Trevor Cameron Cronin
Blake Elizabeth Crossen
Jonathan J. Cruz
Austin Cullen
Annika Marjane Curren
Derrick Daigre Jr.
Katie Decker
Katrina Ashley Banaga
Delacruz
Samuel Taylor Delaney
Marie Dennis
Joseph C. Denton
Duc-Hoang Do
Rachel Mae Dobson
Hannah Dong
Sarah Dougherty
Elianne Douglas-Miron
Jordan Duffield
Alaina M. Dussler
Jason R. Eastling
Nicole Sarah Einbinder
Parisa Persis Emam
Shimin Fei
Stefanie Marcilia Gunawan
Shantel Livone Gunter
Nicole Ann Gutierrez
Kate Hagenston
Natasha Halim
Seth Halleran
Reham Hamoui
Diana Han
Hye Min Angela Han
Izumi Hansen
Niki Harris
Patricia Hernandez
Megan Herndon
Raymond Hess
Min-Yu Ho
Merina Hoang
Nicole Hobble
Emiko Hope
Urmil Gajera
Xavier Gardner
Noelani Margurette Garing
Rachel Geringer
Beverly Gerlt
Aygin Ghorbani
Kimberly Glass
George Gomez Jr.
Kevin Gordinier
Madeline Graham
Shelby Grant
Daileen Vida Grega
Alexis Sierra Gregerson
Claire Grotz
Yingjie Gu
Stefanie Marcilia Gunawan
Shantel Livone Gunter
Nicole Ann Gutierrez
Kate Hagenston
Natasha Halim
Seth Halleran
Reham Hamoui
Diana Han
Hye Min Angela Han
Izumi Hansen
Niki Harris
Patricia Hernandez
Megan Herndon
Raymond Hess
Min-Yu Ho
Merina Hoang
Nicole Hobble
Emiko Hope